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1. lntroduction

For the measurement of temperature of thermalfluidflow

uslng the thermo-sensitive liquid crystal particles, it is

necessary to know the relation between the color and the

temperature of the particles･ Therefore, an experiment for

color-to-temperature calibration should be advanced before

commenclng the main experiment for temperature measure-

ment･ The data acquired by the calibration experiment are

used for deciding the temperature of those particles

suspended in the thermal nuidflow･ Besides the optical

characteristlC, bragg-type scatterlng, Which had been ex-

plained in the second section of this paper, the color-to-

temperature characteristic of the microcapsulated liquid

crystal particle is also peculiar showlng a nOn-linear charac-

teristic. In this section of this paper, a new color-to-

temperature calibration method is stated･

There are two main ideas of acqulrlng the coloトtO-

temperature characteristic curves in uslng the liquid crystal･

The one is the optlCal Bltered method and the other is to use

the colormetry based method･ Goldstein et al･1) could get

isothermal contours by uslng OPtlCalfilters on the study of

implnglng Jet･ Akino et al･2) also developed a method uslng

narrow band pass別ters, by which more than 10 isotherms

and map for the existence of intermediate color bands･

Fortunately, recent delicate video and image processlng
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systems have enabled many researchers to apply colormetry

based methods replaclng the optical仙ered methods which

have been suffered from the deficits of low resolution of

colors.

In this study, a colormetry method is used applying a

color-to-temperature matching method in which a neural

network is suggested.

Generally, the color interpretation is based on the

tristimulus values, R(red), G(green), and B(blue)･ The

interpretlng method of color images of liquid crystal will be

able to be divided into three main routes, MUNSELL color

notation, CIE rgb and XYZ coordinates, and NTSC RGB

notation based on the tristimulus 良, G, and B. In the

present instances, true-Color interpretation can be obtained,

from which surface temperature is to be obtained for each

plXel of the images, uslng a Chromatic calibration of the

liquid crystal material･ This requlreS describing each per

ceived color by a set of three scalars, RGB components･ All

of these ideas are commonly used to construct Hue values

for the production of color-to-temperature calibration

curves3),4). Another alternatives, widely used at present, for

the production of color-to-temperature calibration are the

multiregression method2) and computer look-up table

method5).

The two most important sets of prlmaries are the NTSC

RGB system used in color video transmission and the X, Y,

z tristimulus values used as the historical basis for color

calculation･ Usually, the Hue value, representlng the most

dominant wavelength of any color, is calculated by RGB or

XYZ tristimulus and is used for chromatic interpretation･
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And the dominant wavelength is related to the chromatic

coordinates, r, g, and b. Based on these values, a new

concept of acqulrlng the calibration curve of color-to-

temperature is considered uslng a neural network of which

layer is three layers, Input, hidden, and output layer.

2. Color-to-temperature Relations

For quantifying the color that corresponds to a certain

temperature, a quantification process is adopted. At first,

the color of the particle is visualized by a halogen cold light.

Secondly, the visualized color of particles is recorded on the

optlCal disc through the color camera and after this the

recorded color is digitized into 256 (through 8-bit A/D

converter) intensity levels by a color image processor, which

was explained in the previous section. This quantified

intenslty levels produce digitized NTSC RGB prlmaries.

The acquired intensity R, G, and B through by the

measurement system are nomalized as r, g, and b as in the

equation (1).

r-R/(R+G+B), g-G/(R+G+B), b-B/(R十G+B)

(1)
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Fig･ 1 Relation between temperature and Hue value

Hue-∂　　　; when, g>b and g-b･

Hue-2∬-∂　; when, gくb･

Here, 0-cosll (2r-g-b) / (6C)I/2

where,

C-[(rl 1/3)2+(g-1/3)2+(b-1/3)2]L/2

These values are used for temperature decision by a

neural network which is applied for the reason that the
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Fig･ 2　Relation between ten叩erature and r, g, and b

chromatic characteristic of liquid crystal agalnSt tempera-

ture change is strong non-linearlty aS Shown on the figure 1.

The Hue value is defined as on the figure by the tristimulus

R, G, and B. This characteristic is derived from the relation

between the color of the used liquid crystal particles

(R23CW3, ¢-().3 mm) and the temperature as shown on

the figure 2･ From the figure 1 it can be said that it is difficult

for the Hue value to be used in wide range ofcolors with the

color changes. At a lower temperature, there exist multiple

temperatures of one Hue value. This makes the liquid

crystal particle difficult to be used as a temperature sensor

especially in the case of wide range use of temperature up to

the lowest visible temperature range. To solve this problem

a neural network is applied here.

3. ColoトtO-temperature Ca=bration by

a NeuraJ Network

Neural networks, as they are known today, Orlglnate from

the work of McCulloch and Pitts6) who demonstrated, in

1943, the abiHty of interconnected neurons to calculate

some loglCal functions･
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Fig. 3　Neuron model
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Artificial neural networks, Coupled with an appropriate

learnlng algorithm, can be used to learn complex rela-

tionship from a set of associated input-output vectors･ In

this study, the input vector is the color of the micro-

capsulated liquid crystal particle and output vector is its

temperature ･

A neuron, schematically represented in the figure 3, is the

basic building block of neural network which performs a

non-linear transformation of the weighted sum of the

incomlng lnputS tO produce the output of the neuron･ And

the unit response for the neuron is slgmOid function･ hputs

and outputs of the network are normally numeric values

scaled between 0 and 1. The input to a neuron can come

from other neurons or from outside the network.

In this study, a three-layer feed forward network was

used, that is a network with a slngle hidden layer as shown

in the figure 4･ The values r, g'and b of the micro-

capsulated liquid crystal particle are used for the input layer

and the temperature of the same color is used as a teaching

for the output layer･

Hidden layer

Fig･ 4　Neural network used for temperature deciding

The details of the calculation uslng a three-layer neural

network are summarized as the procedure to be explained

uslng Sets Of equations･ The learnlng algorithm for this

feed forward layered network is the most versatile backpro-

pagation in which a quadratic cost function is minimized by

a modified gradient descent7)･

The learnlng process COnSists in determlnlng the weight

matrices, Vkj and Wj, that produce the best fit of the

predicted outputs over the entire trainlng data set･ The basic

procedure is to first set the weights between adjacent layers

to random values･ An input vector is then impressed on the

Input layer and it is propagated through the network to the

output layer･ The difference between the computed output

vector of the network and the scaled target output vector is

then used to adapt the weight matrices uslng an iterative

optlmization technique in order to progressively minimize

the sum of squares of the errors･ The process is repeated

over the entire trainlng Set, a great number of times, to

achieve the desired degree of accuracy･

since the backpropagation algonithm minimizes the error

function Et, the expression is the equation (2)･ Here, Tk is a

teaching value of k pattern and Ok is the output of the

learned neural network for the Tk.

Et-∑(Tk-Ok)2 / 2 (2)

The output Ok is expressed as the equation (4), called

slgmOid function, uslng the inner potential Sk of the output

layer in the equation (3) in which Hj is the output of the

hidden layer. The output Hj of the hidden layer is also

obtained through the same slgmOid function that uses inner

potential of the input layer ･of which equation is same

pattern as the equation (3)･

sk-∑ WjHj+γ　　　　　　　(3)

ok-1 / (1+exp(-Sk))　　　　(4)

To obtain the whole weight coefficients between layers,

the weight coefficients are calculated in readjustlng manner

in which the influence of each weight coefBcient to the error

function Et in the equation (2) is examined in a partial

differential manner expressed in the equation (5)･

∂Et
Avkj-~α百両f｡, hidden l｡ye,,

･wj-一環f｡r｡｡t｡｡tl｡y｡r (5)

The above equation (5) can be rewritten by using the

equations (2), (3), and (4)･ For minimizing the error

function Et, new weight coefficients are decided by readjust-

ing the old weight coefficients as shown on the equation (6)･

The values α and β are relaxation constants for calculation･

vkj-Vkj+AVkj, Wj-Wj+△Wj　　(6)

After obtainlng the whole weight coefficients, a teaching for
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the learned neural network is done by puttlng the whole

values of r, g, and b of the input temperatures of the

micro-capsulated liquid crystal particle used in this Jet

experiment･ The number of patterns is 40 from 22･8oC to

26.7oC by 0.loC step･

The circle polntS Tn are the obtained temperature

through the neural network and the dotted line means the

ideal condition (Tn-Tr) when the temperature (Tr)

Obtained through the experiment of color-to-temperature

calibration, which is set as an lnput Of the neural network, is

the same as the temperature obtained through the neural

network. The result from the teaching is shown on the figure

5. This curve is used as the calibration data for the

measurement of temperature in this study･ In other words,

before uslng the neural network, the experiment of calibra-

tion for color-to-temperature should be done, and after that

the data from the experiment are used for the neural

network which can recall the desired temperature straight-

forwardly.
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Fig･ 5　Recovered temperature by the neural network

The average error of this network was O･0050C and the the

learnlng Was 200000 times･ It can be said that the efficiency

of the restoration of the temperature of the colors is very

good･ And it was possible for the colors at lower tempera-

ture to have only one value rather than the case of using the

Hue value, ln Which two or three temperature values existed

for one color. The prlnCiple of the temperature measure一

ment in this study is to use this neural network･

4. Conclusions

Since the relation between the temperature and the color

of the liquid crystal particle shows a strong nonlinearlty, a

new mapplng technique for the non-linearity has been

considered uslng a neural network･ The dynamic range of

the temperature measurement has been widen by applying

the three layered neural network, showlng a good curve

fitting of color-to-temperature･

Indeed, it is necessary to present all examples of the

learnlng Set many thousand times･ However, once an

approprlate Set Of weights has been obtained, the use of the

neural model to recall stored information is straightforward･

(Manuscript received, June 13, 1995)
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